AJAXWorkspace is the nextgeneration online project
management and collaboration
tools that increases adoption
and lowers IT costs.
•

Increase user adoption
with a friendly navigation
and Microsoft-like user
interface

•

Ensure consistency by
introducing task template
that drives user through our
best practice workflows

•

Lower IT costs by reducing
the costs of adapting,
deploying, and maintaining
the solution

MANAGE YOUR PROJECTS AND RESOURCES
WHEREVER AND WHENEVER YOU ARE WITH
MORE CONTROL AND FLEXIBILITY
AJAXWorkspace puts the power and ease of
project management and collaboration in the hands
of its users while demanding no effort from your IT
personnel - reducing costs and increasing
efficiency.
You have successfully expand your company business
and of course the number of employees too. You started
to adopt SOP into your daily activities hoping that your
employee
will
start
practicing
it
to
avoid
miscommunication. However, this is just not good
enough without an IT system that can assist your
employees in organizing tasks, managing projects and
coordinate among each other within a central location.
AJAXWorkspace is the answer for what you need. A
secure Web-based application which consists of an
integrated suite of simple and easy-to-use project
management and collaboration functionalities that not
only adapts to the way you do business
—it also ensures higher productivity at lower costs. Your
organization can run on a smooth project management
cycle with ease and ensure each project timeline and
milestones are met without unnecessary delays.
Your IT team enjoys a rapid, low-cost deployment and
low support costs, while your users enjoy an easy-to-use
system that’s built to fit exactly the way they prefer to
work.
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Increase User Adoption
Ensure
User
Practices

Follows

Coordinate, Share and Manage
Best Coordinate Your Team

AJAXWorkspace lets your users
execute their day-to-day tasks using
guided task template that is designed to
follow the best practices, ensuring each
task is taken good care of. Work is
streamlined
and
processes
are
simplified.

AJAXWorkspace allow you to plan your team
resources and coordinate with each other in order
to achieve a particular project milestone or goal.
With AJAXWorkspace, assigning tasks and
keeping track of it has never been this easy,
together with it’s auto email reminder and
dashboard you can be assured that no task will be
left unattended.

Create a Single, Personal View

Sharing of Information

From tasks, documents to news all your
required information is publish in a single
dashboard. What makes it even better is
you can easily move the segments
across the page to create your own
personalized view.

Safe and Reliable
Secure and Reliable
We provide up to 99.99% of server
uptime. Our servers are all equipped with
redundant data storage, firewall
protection, redundant Internet
connections, and on-site security in our
state-of-art data center to ensure all your
data is protected, backed up and
available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

Sync up with your team and let each other knows
the latest progress. This can be easily done by
posting news, create discussion or upload file
through AJAXWorkspace integrated collaboration
tools.
Manage
Manage your events calendar, contacts and emails
all in one system. Reduce the hassle of accessing
multiple systems.

Reduce IT Costs
Fast, Efficient Installs Speed Time to Run
As AJAXWorkspace is a web-based application,
installing and updating can be done on the server
itself and it is seamless to the client machine. This
way, maintenance releases can be centrally
deployed, hence reducing the burden on IT
personnel.

Learn More about AJAXWorkspace
To learn more about how AJAXWorkspace can address your unique needs, visit us at
www.ajaxworkspace.com
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